VuWall Video Wall Management & SkySoft Recording and Playback

UNIFIED VISUALIZATION AND POST-ACTION REVIEW FOR CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS

Control what you see.
SkySoft-ATM & VuWall
VIDEO WALL MANAGEMENT, RECORDING & PLAYBACK

VuWall and SkySoft enhance control room operations with a comprehensive and integrated video wall solution. VuWall's leading video wall management solution combined with SkySoft’s best-in-class recording solution empower operators with complete video wall control including recording and playback capabilities for post-action review and incident analysis.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

**Visualization**
Control and visualize any source on any operator desktop or video wall.

**Unified Platform**
Quickly and easily manage, share, record and playback all critical information.

**Interoperable**
View and record various source types and formats.

**Secure**
Encrypted streams and storage of video and audio data, with export feature.

**Synchronized**
Recording and replay of video walls and operator workstations. Voice and audio are always in sync.

**Scalable**
Build and record video walls of any size with modular and scalable design.

APPLICATIONS

- Incident forensics
- Training and simulation review
- Analysis and process improvement

MISSION-CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTS

- Government and Defense
- Public Safety and Cybersecurity
- Traffic Management
- Security and Emergency Operation Centers
- Energy and Utilities

For more information
info@skysoft-atm.com
sales@vuwall.com